
Walk Like An Egyptian

Study of Ancient Egypt

Year 5/6 
Spring Term 2



We have enjoyed lots of time in Spring 
Term 2 learning as much as we can about 

the life of people in Ancient Egypt. 

As part of our Stunning Start, we enjoyed 
‘Walking (or dancing) like Egyptians’ as well 

as mummifying our teacher! 

To introduce our topic, we explored where 
Egypt is in the world and when key events 
happened in Ancient Egypt on a timeline. 

This helped us to explore which other areas 
of history were also taking place during the 

same era. 

History



Then, in our next lesson, we imagined 
that we were archaeologists 

uncovering an ancient Egyptian tomb. 
We found many artefacts that gave us 
clues about the life of people living in 
ancient Egypt. For each artefact, we 

thought about 3 things: what we could 
see; what we could infer and what we 

needed to find out. At the end, our 
teacher revealed what the objects 

actually were!



The River Nile and how this affected the 
Ancient Egyptian societies was the focus of our 
next topic lesson. We learnt about why the Nile 
was so important and all the benefits it brought 

to people. Our task involved us taking on the 
role as an Egyptian Scribe and writing to Hapi 
(the Nile God) thanking him for giving us the 

Nile.



Following on from our work about the River Nile, we 
next looked at general social hierarchy in Ancient 
Egypt and where people found themselves in terms 
of levels of importance.

We then looked at what was found in tomb of 
Tutankhamun (and what that said about how 
pharaohs were viewed).



One of our favourite lessons 
has been investigating 

everything we can about 
Egyptian Gods.

We learnt how they 
influenced the lives of 
Kings and everyday 

society in Ancient 
Egypt.



To conclude, we had great fun during our Egyptian day! We built pyramids made of spaghetti and 
marshmallows, practised writing some hieroglyphic code and even mummified an apple! Take a look!



As part of our 'Walk Like an Egyptian' topic, we have produced 
two pieces of wonderful writing: an Egyptian themed Voyage 

and Return story, inspired by a short video clip of an 
archaeologist entering a pyramid and having an adventure 

before returning to where he started from; and a diary entry 
based on the wonderful Egyptologist, Howard Carter, and his 

discovery of the famous pharaoh King Tutankhamun.   

Writing



Howard Carter diary entries:



Maths - Y5
This half term, we 

have been learning 
about decimals and 

percentages. 
Throughout the unit, 
we have drawn upon 

our knowledge of 
fractions to compare, 

order and convert 
different amounts.

We also recapped our 
learning about 

rounding, applying it 
this time to rounding 
to one or two decimal 

places.



Maths - Y6
Year 6 have been working their socks off this term with all 
of their final learning before they do their SATs. This has 
included exploring percentages, angles and (the not-so-

mean) mean of a set of data!



Science
In science this half term, we have been stretching our classification 

skills and have explored how to classify plants, animals, 
microorganisms and more!



Whole Class 
Read

We have started reading the opening few chapters of 
Secrets of a Sun King by Emma Carroll as part of our Whole 

Class Read sessions. This story has really helped develop 
our understanding of life in Ancient Egypt as well as the 

time (1922) when Howard Carter made his famous 
discovery.

Throughout our sessions, we have been working on 
increasing our reading fluency and developing our 

understanding of tier 2 and 3 vocabulary used in the text.



R.E
This term, we have been learning about ‘Places of Worship’ and exploring 

the Big Question: ‘If God is everywhere, why go to a place of worship?’

We began the term by sharing the places that are special to us and 
discussed what it is about places of worship that make them special.

Throughout the topic, we have looked at Christian (churches), Judaism 
(synagogues), Hinduism (mandirs), Islam (mosques), Sikhism (gurdwaras) 
and Buddhist (temples) places of worship. We even had the opportunity to 

visit York Minster to discover why it is such a special place of worship.



RHE
In RHE this half term we have been thinking about Families and Committed 

Relationships. We have discussed the different types of relationships that exist 
and how we can maintain healthy relationships.



Music We have been we have been learning to play the recorder for the first time. We 
started by ensuring that we knew how to hold the instrument correctly, 
including the placement of fingers for different notes.

After learning to play three notes (B, A and G), we improvised our own melodies. 
This gave us the freedom to experiment with different sounds and to become 
more confident in performing in front of others. 

We have also been working hard 
on reading music from written 

notation, noticing where the 
melody changes in pitch, tempo 

and dynamics.



PE
This half term, we have continued our lessons on hockey with Mr Waterfall-Smith 

and we have been working on our gymnastics skills with Mrs Waind.



Art

Over the term we have studied 
two different skills within art. The 

first was printing. We used 
different techniques and 

layering to create our own final 
prints. Collage has been another 
medium we have used to create 

wonderful Egyptian 
headdresses. 



Computing
In computing, we have been creating our own computer 

games. Building on our knowledge from last term, we have 
been applying our knowledge of setting variables based on 

events by planning, designing and creating games on Scratch.



Spanish Los deportes - Sports

We finished our topic on sports by producing a mini book 
about our favourite sport. 

We tried to include as much of the new grammar and 
vocabulary that we had learnt as possible. Here are some 

super examples by Romilly, Spike and Melody!



Home 
Learning

We have once again produced an excellent array of home learning 
projects that we shared with our friends and family during our 

Home Learning Gallery.
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